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Abstract
With the surge of deep learning framework, various studies have attempted to address the chal-
lenges of sentiment analysis of tweets (data sparsity, under-specificity, noise, andmultilingual
content) through text and network-based representation learning approaches. However, lim-
ited studies on combining the benefits of textual and structural (graph) representations for
sentiment analysis of tweets have been carried out. This study proposes a multi-view learning
framework (end-to-end and ensemble-based) that leverages both text-based and graph-based
representation learning approaches to enrich the tweet representation for sentiment classifi-
cation. The efficacy of the proposed framework is evaluated over three datasets using suitable
baseline counterparts. From various experimental studies, it is observed that combining both
textual and structural views can achieve better performance of sentiment classification tasks
than its counterparts.

Keywords Sentiment analysis · Multi-view learning · Sequence learning model · Graph
neural network

1 Introduction

Given the surging popularity of Twitter, tweets have gained significant traction as subjects for
sentiment analysis studies in recent times. Unlike regular text, sentiment analysis of tweets
needs to handle inherent challenges like under-specificity due to limited characters (240
characters), informal writing styles, misspellings, code-switching, code-mixing contents,
etc. Researchers have adopted various approaches such as sentiment-specific representa-
tion learning [1], tweet expansion [2], users relationship characteristics [3], multi-source
information [4], ensembling [5], etc., to mitigate the above challenges. Earlier studies of
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sentiment analysis primarily focus on textual views; however, recent studies have shown the
advantages of exploiting network embedding for sentiment analysis of tweets [2, 6–8]. In
the studies [2, 6], authors construct a global network from a set of tweet corpus and learn the
representation of required attributes, such as keywords, hashtags, users, etc., for sentiment
classification. However, studies [7, 8] construct a local network using a dependency parse
tree of the individual tweet and learn a tweet representation for further classification. The
above studies have shown that capturing structural information helps in enhancing sentiment
analysis performance. It is also reported that network embedding is less sensitive to the social
media-related noise mentioned above.

Though the above studies have shown the prospect of enhancing the performance of
sentiment classification of tweets by incorporating both graphical and textual views, the
studies have a few limitations. The studies of Singh et al. [2] and Lu et al. [6] have exclusively
performed node embedding over the tweet corpus. The node embedding is subsequently
incorporated into the individual textual view to capture the tweet’s sequential information
(i.e., textual views). These approaches do not consider incorporating the textual and structural
views alongside. On the other hand, Meng et al. [7] and Zhang et al. [8] investigate using
a dependency parse tree to represent a tweet in a network structure. However, adopting
a dependency parse tree to represent a tweet may not always be feasible in the case of
multilingual content (code switch and code mix) and informal textual constructs. In such a
case, it is required to represent a tweet in a language-insensitive graph structure that captures
the semantic relationship of thewords in incorporatingboth structural and textual information.
It is also observed that these studies combine textual and structural views progressively,where
the representation of thewords from text views is passed on to the structural views to represent
the nodes (words). These approaches have not considered the notion of complementing both
views simultaneously in parallel.

Motivated by the above observations (i.e., advantages of capturing structural information
in the tweet, advantages of using network embedding), this paper proposes a multi-view-
based neural model to exploit both the textual and structural properties in parallel for an
improved sentiment analysis system and attempts to understand two research questions—(i)
How informative is a graph-based representation of a tweet compared to text-based repre-
sentation? (ii)Do the text-based representation and graph-based representation complement
each other? This study considers using a heterogeneous multi-layer network proposed in the
study of Singh et al. [2] to represent a tweet. A multi-layer network is a network formed
by connecting different layers of networks. For example, a tweet or a collection of tweets
can be represented as a heterogeneous multi-layer network by connecting layers of mention
relations, hashtag relations, and keyword co-occurrence relations. Figure1 shows an exam-
ple of representing a tweet to a heterogeneous multi-layer network. Since the heterogeneous
multi-layer network exploits co-occurrence characteristics rather than the linguistic struc-
ture, it makes the heterogeneous multi-layer network less sensitive to social media-related
multilingual noise [2].

The primary distinction between the current researchwork to the study conducted bySingh
et al. [2] lies in how the heterogeneous graph is portrayed within the latent embedding space
(see Sect. 3.2). This study can be viewed as a further investigation of Singh et al.’s study [2],
where the graph-based representation is learned using neural network-based approaches
instead of random-walker-based methods. We study the synergy between graph-based and
text-based representations, exploring their potential mutual enhancement. Furthermore, we
investigate whether the heterogeneous graph captures the underlying linguistic informa-
tion comparably to the graph formed using a language-specific dependency parser. Notably,
constructing a language-specific dependency parser becomes complicated in the presence
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Fig. 1 An example of representing a tweet to a heterogeneous multi-layer network structure

of multilingual text. Therefore, this study further explores whether the tweet graph should
adopt a language-dependent or language-insensitive heterogeneous graph approach (refer to
Sect. 3.2).

The proposed study represents two types of tweet views: textual views and graphical views
and generates the embedding representation for each view using an appropriate embedding
method. In this study,we use convolution neural network (CNN) [9] and bidirectional encoder
representations from transformers (BERT) [10]-based representation learning for textual
view and deep graph CNN (DGCNN) [11] and segmented-graph BERT (Seg-BERT) [12] for
graphical view. The representations thus obtained are then integrated using an attention-based
aggregator. The efficacy of the proposed model is evaluated using suitable baseline counter-
parts. From various experimental setups over three datasets, it is evident that the proposed
multi-view model performs better sentiment analysis than its single-view counterparts. Fur-
ther, it is also observed that the proposed model is less sensitive to under-specificity, noise,
and multi-lingual content. In summary, this paper has the following contributions:

• Propose a multi-view learning framework incorporating tweet text and graph views.
• Evaluate the performance of the proposed sentiment analysis framework compared to

graph-based and text-based representations of tweets.
• Investigate whether the tweet graph is necessarily a language-dependent or language-

insensitive heterogeneous graph.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, the literature related to
this study is presented. Section3 presents the proposed investigation study. The experimental
setup is described in Sect. 4. The results and observations are analyzed in Sect. 5. Finally, the
study of this paper concludes in Sect. 6.

2 Related studies

Sentiment analysis, in general, has experienced significant development as a result of
cutting-edge methods that help us better comprehend the subtleties of context and textual
emotions [13–21]. These studies highlight the importance of capturing sentiment in complex
textual opinions. The multi-level neural network technique uses graph structures to com-
bine co-occurrence and semantic similarity graphs to account for local and global variables,
improving sentiment analysis results. Studies [19, 20] have introduced models that delve
into the power of graph-based attention networks, adeptly capturing syntactic complexities,
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semantic relations, and sentiment polarities tied to specific aspects. Notably, several stud-
ies [13, 15, 16, 19, 20] explore the utilization of dependency parsers to construct graph
structures of opinions, enabling a deeper understanding of the relationships between opinion
words, aspects, and context. Various studies [14, 15, 18, 21] propose multifaceted solutions
for more accurate aspect-level sentiment analysis. To improve sentiment prediction perfor-
mance, these models combine diverse graph structures, use aspect-aware attention processes,
include contextual and emotional knowledge, and use the interactions between various ele-
ments. In this collective effort, researchers highlight the value of incorporating structural
and contextual information, affective knowledge, and advanced graph-based techniques to
advance the understanding and prediction of sentiment expressions across diverse domains.

Several studies have explored the fusion of textual and graph-based perspectives for sen-
timent analysis tasks. This section provides a concise overview of the relevant literature that
aligns with the proposed study’s objectives. Nguyen et al. [17] demonstrate the ability of
multi-layered networks and graph neural networks (GNNs) to understand sentiment in social
media texts better by bridging the gap in social media text analysis, hence enhancing senti-
ment analysis approaches. Recent investigations have employed graph representation-based
methodologies with text-based representations for aspect-based sentiment analysis tasks.
Significant among them are studies by Chen et al.[22], Zhang et al.[8], and Meng et al. [7].
These scholars have embraced the graph convolutional network (GCN) for learning the node
features in the aspect-based sentiment classification tasks by transforming the opinionated
text into a tree using a dependency parser of the English language. In the work of Zhang et
al.[8], a GCN is applied to the dependency tree, with node features generated by a long short-
term memory (LSTM) model to capture contextual nuances. Aspect-specific features are
extracted through selective masking of the GCN output, followed by attention mechanisms
for sentiment classification. A similar trajectory is pursued by Meng et al. [7], who lever-
age BERT embeddings to acquire contextual node attributes for GCN. Conversely, Chen et
al. [22] embrace a multi-view learning framework for aspect-based sentiment classification.
Their approach melds GCN over the dependency tree and LSTM over the word sequence,
harmonizing the two streams through concatenation to enable aspect-based sentiment classi-
fication. The difference between the studies mentioned above and our proposed research lies
in the application of network representation. The cited works revolve around using a depen-
dency parser to map input text into a graph structure structurally. However, given the highly
multilingual nature of tweets, relying solely on dependency trees becomes untenable. Unlike
the previous study paradigms, this study examines the potential of harnessing the intercon-
nections among hashtags, mentions, and conventional tokens in tweets. These connections
are treated as constituent layers in a heterogeneous multi-layer network, driving sentiment
classification across the entire tweet landscape rather than limiting the scope to aspect-based
sentiment analysis.

In a different direction but related, Lu et al. [6] consider GCN and BERT to generate
the word embeddings. Their study considers vocabulary graphs to generate node embedding
using GCN and pretrained BERT embedding for text-based representation. The two-word
embeddings are concatenated to generate the sentence representation via multi-head atten-
tion over the input word embeddings for the underlying sentiment classification task. Their
approach does not complement the representation of text and graph views. Yao et al. [23]
perform text classification using GCN by representing the text corpus to a heterogeneous net-
work with the document as one type of node and the informative keywords connecting them.
Their study applies GCN over the single structure, which requires the training and testing
document to be present in the heterogeneous graph for generating the representation of the
document. Hence, it is not feasible to represent unseen tweets for the sentiment classification
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task. Unlike the above studies, this paper represents tweets for sentiment classification by
simultaneously learning text and graph view representation.

In contrast to the above studies, our study uses a language-insensitive graph, which is
a significant difference. Many researchers have adopted dependency parsers to build the
word graph for sentiment analysis tasks. However, considering dependency parse trees for
tweet representation is language sensitive and has issues with informal text constructions and
multilingual text (such as code-switching and code-mixing). In such a scenario, it is essential
to have a language-insensitive graph structure that can capture word associations in their
semantic context while combining structural and textual knowledge. Amid these changes,
ourwork aims to provide a distinctive viewpoint on sentiment analysis, addressing issueswith
multilingual and under-specificity challenges via language-insensitive graphs and improving
sentiment analysis approaches.

3 Proposed study

Given a tweet T with n words (w1,w2,w3,...,wn), the objective of this paper is to incorporate
semantic relation of words represented in different views (textual and graph) through a multi-
view representation model. The text view is represented using text embedding methods such
as CNN and BERT. The graph view is represented using graph embedding methods such as
DGCNNand Seg-BERT. Figure2 shows a high-level architecture of the proposed framework.

In the remaining part of this section, italic lowercases (e.g.,wi , s), bold lowercases (e.g., xi ,
h), andbold uppercases (e.g.,W) are used to denote scalars, vectors, andmatrices respectively.
A tweet T is represented in text view as a matrix X ∈ R

n×d where Xi (i th row of the
matrix X) represents the embedding of the word wi of dimension d . This study considers
FastText embedding [24] to generate the initial semantic word embeddings. However, the
proposed framework can be applied to any word or node embedding method. The semantics
of the word sequence relations are captured using a text representation model Fseq that
transforms the text view X to a vector zseq , i.e., zseq = Fseq(X, θseq) where θseq is the
model learning parameter. Since hashtags and mentions are added by the author of the tweet,
capturing the relation of hashtags, mentions, and normal tokens will be of great interest as
hashtags and mentions can link tweets to similar topics or themes. To capture the semantic
relations of the words, the tweet T is represented in graph view as a heterogeneous multi-
layer graph via an adjacency matrix representation An×n to accommodate the relation of
hashtags, mentions, and normal keywords present in the tweet. The process of representing
T to the heterogeneous multi-layer graph is discussed in Sect. 3.2. The semantics of the
relations of words are captured using graph instance representation learning model Fgraph
that transformedAn×n to a vector zgraph using its corresponding word embeddingX as nodes
features, i.e., zgraph = Fgraph(A,X, θgraph) where θgraph is the model learning parameter.
This study exploits CNN and BERT models as the text representation model (Fseq ) for
capturing the local semantics of tweets, while DGCNNand Seg-BERTmodels are considered
as the graph representation model (Fgraph) to capture the semantic relations of the tokens
in tweets. The text and graph representation models considered in this study are further
discussed in Sects. 3.1 and 3.2.

Given a text view representation zseq and graph view representation zgraph of a tweet T ,
the two views are integrated using the Scaled Dot-Product Attentionmechanism [25]. Given
a query tweet, the idea is to assign attentionweights to text view and graph view over the input
query as the average of both representations. The purpose of the attention mechanism is to
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Fig. 2 Proposed framework for sentiment classification of tweet by incorporating text and graph views through
text and graph representation models. A and X represent the word embedding and adjacency matrices of the
input tweet, and αi represent the weighted representation of the graph (G) and text (T) representations

capture the right amount of information for each view to represent the input tweet. We define
the query of the attention by an element-wise average of the zseq and zgraph representations,
i.e.,

zavg[i] = zseq [i] + zgraph[i]
2

(1)

The attention weight vector of the text view is defined as:

αseq = Sof tmax

(
zavg · zTseq√|zavg|

)
(2)
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Similarly, the attention weight vector of the graph view is defined as:

αgraph = Sof tmax

(
zavg · zTgraph√|zavg|

)
(3)

The text-based and graph-based representations generated using the above methods can
be incorporated in an end-to-end or ensemble fashion to generate the final representation
of the tweet for the sentiment classification task. In the end-to-end framework, as the name
suggested, both the text and graph representation methods are learned together for the tweet
classification task, while in ensemble framework, the text and graph representation methods
are learned individually and fused in parallel to generate the final tweet representation. The
two views are integrated by concatenating the weighted representation of each view. The
weighted representations help select the informative representation of each view that supports
generating the final representation of the tweet. The concatenation of the two views can be
defined as follows:

zagg = αseq · zseq ⊕ αgraph · zgraph (4)

The sentiment classifier is trained using a dense layer with the ReLu activation function.
It can be mathematically defined as:

s = Sof tmax
(
ReLu

(
W · zagg + b

))
(5)

whereW and b are weight and bias parameters of the dense layer. We use categorical cross-
entropy loss function defined in Eq. (6) and Adam optimizer as the optimization technique
for training the proposed framework.

� = −1

l

l∑
i=1

∑
c

ticlog(sic) (6)

where c is the number of sentiment classes, tic is the cth ground truth class for the tweet, l is
the total number of training samples, and sic is the predicted probability on sample i for the
cth class.

3.1 Text representationmodel

Given a tweet, a text view can be generated using suitable text embedding methods. In this
paper, we have investigated text representation using CNN [9] and BERT [10]. This section
discusses CNN and BERT-based embedding briefly.

3.1.1 Convolution neural network

From earlier studies [2, 26], it is reported that CNN captures local semantics better than
recurrent-basedmodels for sentiment classification tasks, especially for short text. CNN aims
to capture intricate linguistic patterns and hierarchical structures inherent in textual data. The
convolutional filters slide over the sequence of word embeddings X ∈ R

n×d . The i th row of
the matrix X represents the embedding of the i th word in the tweet. Each filter f focuses
on a specific sequence of adjacent words, allowing the network to capture different levels
of linguistic granularity. To capture spatial properties of h consecutive words in the tweet,
we apply convolution over the matrix X considering kernels of size h × d . The convolution
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operation at time t can be defined as:

conv
( f )
t (X, h) = ReLu

(
W( f ) · Xt :t+h−1 + b( f )

)
(7)

where W( f ) is the kernel matrix for the filter f and b( f ) is the corresponding bias. We
consider padding and apply filter f with a stride size 1 to obtain a convolution vector c( f )

for the tweet matrix X. The elements of c( f ) vector are defined as follows:

c( f )
i = conv

( f )
i (X, h) (8)

After applying maxpooling, we obtain a vector z f to represent the tweet using the filter
f i.e.,

z( f ) = maxpooling
(
c( f )

)
(9)

We consider 128 filters. The 128 z f vectors obtained from 128 filters are concatenated to
obtain the vector representation of the textual view of the tweet represented by X

z = z1 ⊕ z2 ⊕ ... ⊕ z128 (10)

For ease of reference, we can define the whole operation as:

z = CNN (X, θ) (11)

where θ denotes the required hyper-parameters of the CNN model such as k filters, h convo-
lution window size. We apply two layers of the CNN model with the same parameters over
the input X to represent the input tweet, i.e.,

zcnn = CNN (CNN (X, θ), θ) (12)

In order to reduce the size of zcnn vector, the zi vector is further transformed to a scalar by
applying global maxpooling over zi .

3.1.2 Bidirectional encoder representations from transformers

Majority of the recent studies on text embedding consider using bidirectional encoder rep-
resentations from transformers, more commonly known as BERT [10]. Earlier studies have
considered using BERT as a pretrained model [6, 7]. However, it is inefficient to use a
pretrained BERT model if it does not match the current domain of interest leading to out-of-
vocabulary issues [27]. This study considers building BERT from scratch to overcome the
inefficiency caused by using pretrained BERT models.

Given a tweet representation X ∈ R
n×d , the BERT model captures the semantic informa-

tion of the word sequences by relying only on the attention-weighted representation of the
words. The word order relation is incorporated into the initial word embedding X by adding
element-wise positional embedding. The position embedding for each word position pos can
be defined as:

Ppos,i =
{
sin(pos/100002i/d) if i ∈ (1, d) is even

cos(pos/100002i/d) otherwise
(13)

There are l number of transformer blocks stacked on top of the other in the BERT archi-
tecture. The initial input to the first transformer block is the sum of word embedding X and
positional embedding P, i.e., Z0 = X + P. To capture the different aspects of tweet seman-
tics, a transformer block t can have mh multi-head attention layers. For each attention head
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i ∈ (1,mh) in a transformer block t , three matrices are generated using dense layer over the
input Zt serving as the query, key, and value to find the attention-weighted representation
using the scaled dot-product attention mechanism [25], i.e.,

Qi = Wqi · Zt

Ki = Wki · Zt

Vi = Wvi · Zt (14)

whereQi ,Ki , andVi are a linear transformation of the inputZt through three differentweight
parameters {Wqi ,Wki , andWvi} ∈ R

n×n . The output of each attention head i ∈ (1,mh) in
a transformer block t can be defined as:

Y(i)
t = Sof tmax

⎛
⎝Q(i)

t ·KT (i)
t√

|Q(i)
t |

⎞
⎠V(i)

t (15)

The attention-weighted outputs of the multi-head attention layer are concatenated to generate
the semantic representation using a dense layer with ReLu activation function as output for
the transformer block t , i.e.,

Zt+1 = ReLu (W · Y1:mh + B) (16)

where W ∈ R
n×n·mh and B ∈ R

n×d are the weights and biased parameter matrices, Zt+1

represent the output of the t transformer block. The output of the last transformer block, i.e.,
Zl+1, is considered as the final representation of the input tweet T to the BERT model. To
represent in the vector space, Zl+1 is being flatten into zbert ∈ R

n·d×1 vector for sentiment
classification. For ease of reference, the whole operation can be defined as:

zbert = BERT (Z0, θ) (17)

where θ represents the hyper-parameters such as l number of encoders, mh number of
multi-head attentions, and d hidden layer dimensions.We have considered the same hyperpa-
rameters used in the original BERT setup, i.e., l = 8 transformer blocks andmh = 8multi-head
attentions.

3.2 Tweet graph construction

Using the same intuition of the study of Singh et al. [2], a tweet is represented as a het-
erogeneous multi-layer network by considering the link between hashtags, mentions, and
normal tokens that co-occur in a tweet. Figure1 illustrates how a tweet is represented in a
heterogeneous multi-layer network. It can be highlighted that before transforming the tweet
to the heterogeneous multi-layer network, a preprocessing step, such as removing stopwords,
normalizing keywords (converting to lowercase, removal of URL links), and so on, could be
performed. This study performs the removal of the stopwords and normalization of keywords
before transforming the tweet to the heterogeneous multi-layer network structure.

In this study, the heterogeneous multi-layer network is represented using three types of
undirected relations, i.e., mention–mention (MM), hashtag–hashtag (HH), mention–hashtag
(MH) or hashtag–mention (HM), and five directed relations, i.e., keyword→ keyword (KK),
keyword → hashtag (KH), hashtag → keyword (HK), keyword → mention (KM), and
mention→keyword (MK). The directed edges are considered to capture the sequence relation
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of normal tokens. Accommodating all the eight types of relations of a tweet with n tokens
can be represented in the adjacency matrix as:

An×n =
⎡
⎣BHH BHM BHK

BMH BMM BMK

BK H BKM BKK

⎤
⎦ (18)

where MH = HM and Br represent the adjacency matrix representation of the relation r ∈
{HH, MH, HM, MM, KK, KH, HK, KM, MK}.

The key difference between this study from that of Singh et al. [2] is in utilizing the supra-
adjacencymatrixAn×n to represent the structural information of the tweet graph. Singh et al.’s
study encompasses using a biased random walker to generate alternative naturalistic word
sequences via language modeling from the tweet graph to yield multifaceted representations
of the tweet, followed by using a text embedding model (CNN, LSTM) to represent the
random walk sequences and the original tweet in latent space. In such a case, the relations of
the nodes in the graph are not fully captured due to the noise created using a randomwalk and
language model algorithm. To address the aforementioned issue, this study explores graph
embedding techniques to harness node relationships and capture latent information of the
heterogeneous graph. Recent studies of graph instance representation learning [11, 12] have
shown promising results in capturing the latent representation of the graph. Therefore, to
capture the insight relation of hashtags, mentions, and normal keywords, this study considers
the graph representation learning methods [11, 12].

3.2.1 Network expansion

This study investigates whether adding semantically related tokens into the tweet graph
can enrich the representation of the tweet. To expand a tweet graph, the semantically related
nodes of all tokens in the tweet are retrieved using cosine similarity over theword embeddings
generated using FastText (FT) [24] and Sentiment Hashtag Embedding (SHE) [1] methods.
We select the top 20 tokens having high cosine similarity scores to the tokens present in the
tweet as semantically relevant nodes of the tweet. These 20 nodes are added to the tweet
graph by introducing an undirected edge with all the nodes. For ease of reference, such a
node expansion approach is considered as semantic Node Expansion (NE).

Further, we investigate whether adding semantically related and sentiment-polarized
tokens into the tweet graph can enrich the representation of the tweet or not. For this study,
the previously selected semantically similar nodes through NE are filtered by selecting only
the sentiment-polarized tokens. To select the sentiment-polarized tokens, this study exploits
the SHE method to classify the sentiment of the 20 semantically relevant nodes. Then, the
sentiment-polarized node expansion is performed by dividing the 20 nodes into three dif-
ferent sentiment sets, i.e., positive, negative, and neutral. The dominating sentiment set, i.e.,
majority of the nodes having the same sentiment, is selected for sentiment-polarized node
expansion. For ease of reference, this study considers such expansion approach as sentiment-
polarized node expansion (SNE).

3.3 Graph representationmodel

Recent studies on graph instance representation learning [11, 12] have shown promising
results in capturing the latent representation of the graph. We can apply graph instance rep-
resentation learning methods such as deep graph convolution neural network (DGCNN) [11]
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Table 1 Characteristics of the experimental datasets

Dataset Pos Neg Neu Total Topics Domain

Societal 16,375 17,047 9000 42,422 Kashmir Unrest, Pathankot
Attack, Surgical Strike, GSTN

Social Issue

SemEval2016 1296 2491 276 4063 Atheism, Climate Change,
Feminist Movement, Hillary
Clinton, Legalization of
Abortion

Social Issue

SemEval2013 5115 2017 6099 13,231 General discussion –

and segmented-graph BERT (Seg-BERT) [12] over An×n to represent it in vector space for
the graph classification task.

3.3.1 Deep graph convolution neural network

Zhang et al. [11] have used graph convolution neural network (GCN) [28] for graph clas-
sification tasks. Compared to the study of Kipf and Welling [28], which work on a single
structure, this method can represent graphs of arbitrary structures. They proposed an algo-
rithm named SortPooling similar to the Weisfeiler–Lehman node coloring algorithm [29] for
sorting vertex features to learn the global graph topology.

Given a graph An×n and feature matrix (word embedding) X ∈ R
n×d , we can apply

multiple stacks of GCN at time t to output Zt as

GCN
(
Zt−1,A

) = ReLu
(
ÃZt−1W

)
where Ã ∈ R

n×n is the adjacency matrix with added self-loops (identity matrix), i.e., Ã =
A + I, Z0 = X, W ∈ R

d×c is the neural weight parameters1 shared with all the graphs and
h is the number of GCN layers. For learning global node features, the output of each GCN
layers are concatenated row-wise, i.e., Z = Z1:h and apply SortPooling over Z i.e., Zsp =
Sort Pooling(Z). The output Zsp is fed to CNN layer to generate the graph representation
via MaxPooling, i.e.,

zdgcn = Max Pool
(
CNN

(
Zsp, θgraph

))
where θgraph is the learning parameters of CNN. We use the same parameters considered in
the text representation model (refer to Sect. 3.1.1).

3.3.2 Segmented-graph BERT

Zhang et al. [12] have used BERT architecture to encode graph information given node
features such as word embeddings (X), latent representation of adjacency neighborhood
matrix (A), node degree matrix (D), and node global role matrix (WL) precomputed using
Weisfeiler–Lehman algorithm [29]. We feed these features as input to the BERT model, i.e.,

Z0 = X + A + D + WL (19)

1 For generalization we set c = d.
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Hence, we can learn graph instance representation of a graph similar to the normal BERT
model, which captures semantic relations of the nodes in the graph as

zsegbert = BERT
(
Z0, θgraph

)
(20)

where θgraph is the learning parameters of BERT. We use the same parameters considered in
the text representation model (refer to Sect. 3.1.2).

4 Experimental setup

4.1 Dataset

To evaluate the efficacy of the proposed framework, this study considers a Societal dataset
used in [2, 26] for the sentiment classification task. This dataset contains 1505 under-specified
tweets (tweets having less than five tokens) and 1,626 multilingual tweets (code mix of Hindi
andEnglish languages). TheSocietal dataset is curated over four topics that happened in India,
namely Kashmir Unrest, Pathankot Attack, Surgical Strike, and GSTN.2 Table 1 shows the
characteristics of the training dataset considered in this study.

4.2 Baseline classifiers

To evaluate the performance of the proposed framework, we consider four single-view classi-
fiers, i.e., CNN, BERT,DGCNN, and Seg-BERT, and two multi-view classifiers, i.e., T+MLN
and VGCN-BERT, as baseline models for comparison.

• CNN: The output of zcnn of CNN model over the input X is considered as the tweet
representation for sentiment classification task in Eq. (5).

• BERT: The output of zbert of BERT model over the input X is considered as the tweet
representation for sentiment classification task in Eq. (5).

• DGCNN: The output of zdgcnn of DGCNN model over the input X is considered as the
tweet representation for sentiment classification task in Eq. (5).

• Seg-BERT: The output of zseg−bert of Seg-BERT model over the input X is considered
as the tweet representation for sentiment classification task in Eq. (5).

• T+MLN: The work of Singh et al. [2] is considered one of the baseline methods for
incorporating graph and text information.

4.3 Hyper-parameters

The selection of hyperparameters is critical in determining the behavior of the models used
for effective sentiment analysis. The number of layers, the size of hidden units, and the
dropout rates of the GCN all significantly influence the network’s ability to learn graph-based
representations. Similarly, parameters such as filter sizes, pooling methods, and the number
of layers impact the CNN model’s capacity to capture local and global information within
text sequences. On the other hand, the BERT model relies on hyperparameters like learning
rate, batch size, and sequence length during training to impact its ability to contextualize
words effectively. Table 3 shows the hyperparameters considered in this study.

2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Goods_and_Services_Tax_(India).
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Table 3 Hyperparameters
settings

Hyperparameters Value

Optimizer Adam [30]

Learning rate 0.0001

Training Epochs 40

Batch size 64

Dropout rate 0.1

# Filters (CNN, GCN) 128

Word embedding dimension 60

Maximum sequence length 40

5 Results and observation

In this section, we investigate the efficacy of the proposed framework over the baseline meth-
ods through the two research questions—(i)How informative is a graph-based representation
of a tweet as compared to that of the text-based representation? (ii) Do the text-based and
graph-based representations complement each other? The efficacy of the proposed frame-
work is investigated over the Societal dataset using a 10-fold cross-validation strategy. Table 2
shows the performance of the classifiers over Societal and SemEval datasets for the senti-
ment classification task. The under-specified and multilingual tweets are excluded from the
Societal dataset for this analysis study. These tweets are considered to investigate whether
the proposed model can address the challenge of social media noises.

5.1 How informative is a graph-based representation of a tweet compared to a
text-based representation?

The first part of Table 2, i.e., single-viewmethods, shows the performances of the single-view
classifiers. In the societal dataset, it is observed that the best performance achieved by a single-
view classifier is up to 77.39%accuracywith an F-Macro of 75.71%using Seg-BERTover the
heterogeneous tweet graph, while the performance of the sentiment classifier built over text
representation, i.e., text view, can achieve the best performance up to 77.16% accuracy using
CNN. Similarly, in the SemEval 2016 dataset, it is observed that the graph-based classifier
DGCNN can achieve the best up to 74.31%with 48.38% F-Macro score, while the text-based
classifier CNN can achieve a comparable performance accuracy of 73.41% and 47.26% F-
Macro score over the same dataset. In contrast, it is observed that the CNN classifier can
achieve the best performance of 64.42% accuracy with an F-Macro score of 61.98% over
the SemEval 2013 dataset, while the DGCNN classifier can achieve a best up to 62.03%
with a 56.59% F-Macro score over the SemEval 2013 dataset. It is observed that the CNN-
based classifier can perform better than the BERT-based classifier. The primary reason is due
to the smaller amount of training samples. However, it is observed that using the Societal
dataset (a larger experimental dataset), the graph-based BERT classifier (i.e., Seg-BERT)
with the additional graph-based information can enhance the classifier’s performance. The
above experiments over different corpus sizes establish that the graph-based representation
can achieve comparable performance with the text-based approach. The following section
further investigates using the proposed framework to comprehend whether the text and graph
views complement each other.
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Fig. 3 Performance of classifiers over SemEval 2013 and 2016 challenge datasets. End-to-end and ensemble
classifiers are the combination of CNN and DGCNN methods

5.2 Do the text-based and graph-based representations complement each other?

Table 2 second part shows the performance result of incorporating graph and text views for the
sentiment classification task. It is evident fromTable 2, i.e., multi-viewmethods, that incorpo-
rating both the text and graph views has significantly improved the performance of sentiment
classifiers for both end-to-end and ensemble than the single-view-basedmethods. The ensem-
ble frameworks using CNN and DGCNN methods can achieve the best performance of up
to 79.34% accuracy and 77.03% F-Macro scores. In contrast, its end-to-end framework can
achieve up to 78.70%accuracy and 76.35%F-Macro score. It is observed that the performance
ofmulti-view classifiers usingBERTandSeg-BERTcould not improve the performance com-
pared to its individual classifier performances over Societal and SemEval 2016 datasets. One
of the reasons for not performingwell compared to the individual view is that Seg-BERT takes
both the text and graph information while encoding graph representation. In contrast, BERT
takes only the text information to encode sequence representation. Hence, the tweet repre-
sentation generated using Seg-BERT has redundant information. Adding BERT information
in the multi-view framework has created a noisy representation of the tweet due to the losses
while training the multi-view framework. Among the baseline methods for incorporating
multi-views, the T+MLN classifier can achieve the best up to 76.69% accuracy and 73.97%
F-Macro score. It is also observed that the best performance of the single-view and multi-
view classifiers over the SemEval2016 dataset is relatively comparable. However, a clear
difference between single-view and multi-view classifiers’ best performance is observed in
the Societal and SemEval2013 datasets. One of the reasons for underperforming is due to the
small size corpus. Compared to the Societal and SemEval2013 datasets, the corpus size of
the SemEval2016 dataset is minimal; therefore, the node information in the tweet graphs of
this dataset is not fully incorporated. With a larger corpus, the graph representation learning
method can benefit the global properties of the nodes. As a result, the performance of the
end-to-end and ensemble-based classifiers has significantly improved using DGCNN. This
study shows that the node’s properties in the tweet graph can inherently be captured with a
larger corpus. Further, this study shows that incorporating text and graph views can better
enrich the tweet representation for sentiment classification tasks than individual classifier
performance. Therefore, from the above investigation, it is evident that both text and graph
views complement the representation of the tweet for sentiment classification.
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5.3 Heterogeneousmulti-layer network v/s dependency tree

Building a dependency parser is expensive and not feasible in a multilingual context. There-
fore, this section investigates if there is a need for a language-dependent dependency parser
to construct the tweet graph. In this study, we investigate the performance of the proposed
model using the language-insensitivemultilayer network to the language-specific dependency
graph. We consider an off-the-shelf dependency parser in English language3 to construct the
tweet graph. SinceSemEval datasets areEnglish language datasets,we consider these datasets
for the experimental study. The sentiment classification performance of tweets is evaluated
over two variant representations of the tweet, i.e., the tweet represented using the dependency
parser and the heterogeneous multi-layer network. Figure3 shows a performance compari-
son of the single-view and multi-view classifiers over the tweet graph using the dependency
parser and the heterogeneous graph. It is evident from the figures that the performances of the
single-view classifiers, i.e., DGCNN and Seg-BERT, over the tweet representation using the
heterogeneous graph have better classification accuracy than using the dependency graph.
It is observed that the best performing classifiers (i.e., ensemble classifier) for both graph
representations are relatively comparable. The ensemble classifier trained over the SemEval
2013 dataset using the heterogeneous multi-layer network can achieve the best of up to 66%
accuracy while using the dependency graph can achieve up to 65% accuracy. Similarly, the
ensemble classifiers trained over the SemEval 2016 dataset using the heterogeneous multi-
layer network can achieve the best of up to 75% accuracy, while using the dependency graph
can achieve up to 73% accuracy. This study shows that the heterogeneousmulti-layer network
is language invariant and performs better than language-dependent word graph structure.

Further, to investigate whether the heterogeneous multi-layer graph is less sensitive to
social media-related noises, we investigate the performance of the proposed framework over
the under-specified andmultilingual tweets in the following subsections. This study considers
tweets with less than five tokens as under-specified tweets. To investigate the performance of
the proposed framework over these tweets, the best performing ensemble-based classifier (as
observed in Table 2), i.e., the ensemble of CNN and DGCNN classifiers and the single-view
classifiers, is considered. The performances of the single-view classifiers are compared with
the end-to-end and ensemble frameworks using the under-specified and multilingual tweets.
Furthermore, we investigate the performance of sentiment classifiers on classifying tweets
by adding semantically relevant tokens and sentiment-polarized tokens to the tweet graph
through NE and SNE approaches. For this study, the classifiers are not retrained over the
expanded tweet graphs. Instead, the representation of tweets is generated from the expanded
graph for comparison. For ease of reference, we use the notation classifier+NE to indicate
the classifier uses the expanded graph generated using either NE or SNE approaches for
sentiment classification.

5.4 Performance of sentiment classification over under-specified tweets

As mentioned above, to investigate the performance of the proposed framework over the
under-specified tweets, the best performing ensemble-based classifier (in Table 2), i.e., the
ensemble of CNN and DGCNN classifiers, and the single-view classifiers, i.e., CNN, BERT,
DGCNN, and Seg-BERT, are considered for comparison. From Fig.4a, it is observed that the
proposed framework using ensemble-based method outperforms the individual-view-based
classifiers by achieving the best accuracy up to 70.60% and F-Macro score of 66.40%, while

3 https://spacy.io/usage/linguistic-features.
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Fig. 4 Performance of classifiers over different under-specified and multi-lingual tweet categories. End-to-
end and ensemble classifiers are combination of CNN and DGCNN methods; classifier+NE is the classifier
performance of tweet classification over node expansion graph; classifier+SNE is the classifier performance
of tweet classification over sentiment-polarized node expansion graph

the end-to-end framework is able to achieve up to 69.32% accuracy and 62.30% F-Macro
score. The best performance of a single-view classifier is using CNN classifier, which can
achieve up to 65.93% accuracy and 60.40% F-Macro score, followed by BERT with 64.89%
and 62.19% accuracy and F-Macro scores, respectively. Among the graph-based approach,
DGCNN can achieve up to 63.51% accuracy and 58.80% F-Macro score, while Seg-BERT
achieves up to 61.89% and 53.99% accuracy and F-Macro scores, respectively. This study
shows that incorporating both views can better represent tweets than representations of their
individual views.

Further, after performing semantic Node Expansion (NE) over the under-specified tweet
graph, it is evident from the Fig. 4c that the performance of the classifiers significantly
improves. It is observed that with NE, the performance of DGCNN+NE and Seg-BERT+NE
improves to 77.62% and 74.56% accuracies, respectively. Incorporating the text and graph
views using NE in the end-to-end framework (i.e., end-to-end+NE) further improves the
classifier performance by 78.42% accuracy. With ensemble framework (i.e., ensemble+NE),
the classifier performance improves up to 78.82% accuracy. Furthermore, after performing
sentiment-polarized node expansion (SNE), the best performance we can achieve is up to
78.85% accuracy using the ensemble classifier, i.e., Ensemble+SNE. It shows that adding
semantically related polarized sentiment nodes in the tweet graph can further enrich the
tweet representation even without re-training the classifiers. From this study, it is evident that
the proposed framework can address the problem of the under-specificity of tweets with a
high margin compared to the performance of the single-view classifiers.
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5.5 Performance of sentiment classification over multilingual tweets

This section investigates the performance of the proposed framework over multilingual
tweets. Similar to the under-specified tweets evaluation study, the best performing ensem-
ble-based classifier, i.e., the ensemble of CNN and DGCNN classifiers, and the single-view
classifiers using SHE are compared. It is observed fromFig.4b that incorporating both the text
and graph views in the ensemble framework can achieve up to 71.28% accuracy and 66.64%
F-Macro score, while the end-to-end-based classifier can achieve up to 70.59% accuracy and
66.38% F-Macro. Among the single-view classifiers, the DGCNN classifier has achieved
the highest of 60.86% accuracy and 55.54% F-Macro, followed by Seg-BERT with 60.28%
41.18% accuracy and F-Macro scores, respectively. The BERT classifier can achieve up to
59% accuracy and 58% F-Macro scores, while the CNN classifier can achieve up to 57%
accuracy and 47% F-Macro scores. This shows that incorporating both text and graph views
can better represent a tweet than representing its individual views.

Further, with node expansion of the tweet graph, the improvement of the performance of
classifiers is evident in Fig. 4d. The DGCNN and Seg-BERT classifier over the NE of tweet
graph can achieve up to 79.41% and 74.1% accuracies, respectively. Further, incorporating
text representation over the expanded graph using end-to-end and ensemble frameworks
improves the performance of the classifiers by achieving up to 84.19% and 86.95% accuracy,
respectively. Furthermore, with SNE of the tweet graph, the best performance we can achieve
is up to 87.17% accuracy using ensemble of text representation and 86.95% end-to-end
representation of SNE of tweet graph. This study shows that the proposed framework of
incorporating text and graph views can better enrich the tweet representation than its single-
view representation. The tweet representation can be enriched further by adding semantically
related sentiment-polarized nodes in the tweet graph. It is also evident that the proposed
framework can address the problem of multilingual tweets by incorporating both text and
graph views in the multi-view learning framework.

5.6 Limitation of the proposed framework

While the classifiers do show improved performance with the integration of SNE, a closer
examination of Fig. 4c, d reveals that the classifier performances for NE and SNE of tweet
graphs exhibit relatively comparable outcomes. The relatively lower effectiveness of SNE
could potentially arise from its method of filtering sentiment-polarized nodes. This technique
selects nodes primarily based on the dominant sentiment, resulting in a similar count of
nodes chosen through SNE and the entirety of nodes chosen through NE (refer to Sect. 3.2.1).
This equality in node selection quantities might contribute to the observed similarity in
classifier performance between NE and SNE. Exploring possibilities to uncover sentiment-
polarized nodes that are more particularly related to the input tweet may give further options
to improve sentiment classification performance. Therefore, developing an approach for
determining sentiment-polarized nodes that are relevant to the input tweet may help the
sentiment classification task perform more effectively.

6 Conclusion and future work

This study proposes a multi-view learning framework for sentiment classification of tweets
to address under-specificity, noise, and multilingual content by representing tweets using
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text and graph representation learning methods. To incorporate text and graph views in the
multi-view learning framework, this study explores both end-to-end and ensemble-based
classifiers. It is observed from various experimental studies that the performance of the tweet
sentiment classifier improves significantly after incorporating both text and graph views
than its individual-view classifiers. The ensemble-based classifier can perform better than
end-to-end-based classifier on incorporating both the views. Further, it is observed that the
proposed framework can perform better than its counterpart in addressing multilingual and
under-specified tweets. Moreover, after performing node expansion over the tweet graph,
the performance of the classifiers improves further through semantic (NE) and sentiment
polarized node expansion (SNE). To further enhance the performance of the sentiment clas-
sification task, retrieving relevant sentiment-polarized nodes of the input tweet can be a future
scope of the study (Table 3).
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